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This brand-new theme from LEGO City allows the kids to explore the pre-historic animals frozen in the ice of 

Arctic. The theme contains a wide variety of cool vehicles and functionality all relevant in the mission of 

extracting the animals from the ice. All LEGO City Arctic Expedition launch June 1st 2018. 

 

  

Arctic Mobile Exploration Base 

Investigate awesome finds on the go with the LEGO® City 60195 Arctic Mobile Exploration Base! This set 

features a crane with posable arm, hook, platform and a trailer, plus a mobile lab unit with radar dish and 

opening door. The set also includes a mobile saw vehicle with posable arm and rotating blade, plus a snow bike 

and a large ice build to hold the mammoth. This Arctic Expedition set includes 6 LEGO explorer minifigures and 

a mammoth figure. 

 

 

Arctic Scout Truck 

Explore the harsh terrain with the LEGO® City 60194 Arctic Scout Truck, with front tracks and 4 all-terrain 

wheels, antenna, lights, onboard analysis station, space for other equipment, and a loading bay for the snow 

bike with moving track. This fun set also includes an ice wall/arch with translucent blocks and sonar beacons, 

coring tool, plus an ice cave with translucent blocks and room for the polar bear figure. This LEGO City Arctic 

Expedition set also includes 3 LEGO explorer minifigures and a dog figure. 

 



 

 

Arctic Air Transport 

Carry precious items with the LEGO® City 60193 Arctic Air Transport, featuring a heavy-duty quadrocopter with 

4 spinning rotors, ski landing gear, opening minifigure cockpit and a functioning winch with rope and hook. This 

fun Arctic Expedition set also includes an ATV with 2 pick axes, saw, translucent-blue ice block with hook latch, 

opening side and ‘frozen’ saber-toothed tiger figure, plus 2 LEGO explorer minifigures. 

 

 

 

Arctic Ice Crawler 

Recover incredible things with the LEGO® City 60192 Arctic Ice Crawler, featuring an opening minifigure 

cockpit, posable legs and an articulated arm with opening claw gripper, plus an ice block with removable 

translucent-blue section and rodent figure, a mug and a saw. This Arctic Expedition set includes a LEGO 

explorer minifigure. 

 

 

Arctic Exploration Team 

Discover incredible things with the LEGO® City 60191 Arctic Exploration Team set! This LEGO City Arctic 

Expedition set features a snowmobile with trailer hitch, trailer and storage box, plus an ice block element 

holding an insect encased in ice, saw, camera and a pair of snowshoes. Includes 3 LEGO minifigures and a LEGO 

husky dog figure. 



 

Arctic Ice Glider 

Discover incredible things with the LEGO® City 60190 Arctic Ice Glider set, featuring an ice glider with opening 

cockpit and spinning fan rotor, plus 2 remote tracker beacons, a decorated computer pad, radio, saw and a pair 

of snowshoes. This cool Arctic Expedition set includes a LEGO minifigure. 

 

All new LEGO City Arctic Expedition sets at a glance 

*recommended retail price 

 

Note to Editors: 

For further information, please contact: 

Lise Dydensborg 
Marketing Manager 

Mobile +45 2922 8792 

E-mail Lise.dydensborg@LEGO.com  
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Item no. Name RRP* 

60190 Arctic Ice Glider EUR 5,99 

60191 Arctic Exploration Team EUR 9,99 

60192 Arctic Ice Crawler EUR 19,99 

60193 Arctic Air Transport EUR 29,99 

60194 Arctic Scout Truck EUR 49,99 

60195 Arctic Mobile Exploration Base EUR 99,99 
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